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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 
Introduction 
 

This appendix provides responses to public and agency comments on the Sacramento River 

East Levee Contract 3 Project draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Report/Environmental 

Assessment (Supplemental EIR/EA) received during the public comment period for the draft 

Supplemental EIR/EA. 

 

Public Comment Summary 
 

The draft Supplemental EIR/EA was posted with the State Clearinghouse (SCH 

#2005072046) on June 18, 2021. The draft Supplemental EIR/EA was circulated for 45 days (June 

18 through August 1, 2021) for review by Federal, State, and local agencies; organizations; and 

members of the public. The draft Supplemental EIR/EA was made available on the Sacramento 

District, Corps of Engineers (USACE) and Central Valley Flood Protection Board (CVFPB) 

websites. Hard copies of the draft Supplemental EIR/EA were made available for review at the 

Sacramento Central Library. 
 

A virtual public meeting was held on July 14, 2021 to provide the public with additional 

opportunities for comments on the draft Supplemental EIR/EA. All comments received during 

the public review period were considered by CVFPB and USACE and incorporated into the final 

Supplemental EIR/EA as appropriate.  

 

The virtual meeting was held, instead of the typical in-person meeting, due to Sacramento 

County restrictions on meeting size during the Covid-19 pandemic. During the virtual meeting, 

the chat function was available for the public to send questions to the meeting moderator. 

Attendees were also given an opportunity to voice questions at the end of the presentation, but 

attendees were requested to provide comments on the contents of the environmental document in 

writing via mail or electronic mail. One comment was received during the public meeting, 

recommending that mitigation measure NOI-1 be expanded to specifically state that measures 

would be implemented to reduce impacts of vibration at staging areas as well as from 

construction. This comment was later repeated in writing by the South Pocket Homeowners’ 

Association.   

 

During the draft Supplemental EIR/EA public review period, 10 comment letters were 

received with a total of 33 comments as follows:  

 

• (7) Delta Stewardship Council  

• (4) California State Lands Commission  

• (1) Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD) 

• (2) Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) 

• (3) Sacramento Municipal Utility District 

• (8) South Pocket Homeowners’ Association 

• (8) private citizens/companies (four individual letters)  
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Comments and Responses 
 

The following pages include all public comments received and the responses to those 

comments. The responses are annotated to refer back to the corresponding letters and comments 

that precede them.  

 

 

Comment Letter 1: Delta Stewardship Council 

 

1-1 Comment acknowledged. Delta Plan Appendix O was considered during preparation of 

the final Supplemental EIR/EA. 

1-2 Comment acknowledged and considered. The Project was designed in accordance with 

the latest USACE engineering standards and based on an alternatives evaluation (“the 

best scientific information and data for informing management and policy decisions”). 

Impact analysis was conducted and mitigation measures were developed in accordance 

with California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and National Environmental Policy 

Act (NEPA) requirements. As a result of comments received during the public review 

process for the American River Watershed Common Features General Reevaluation 

Report ( ARCF GRR) EIS/EIR, and later Supplemental EIR documents for Sacramento 

River East Levee (SREL) Contracts 1, 2, and 3, some previous analyses and mitigation 

measures were adjusted or modified for Contract 3 to increase the effectiveness and/or 

strengthen specific mitigation measures. 

1-3 Comment acknowledged and considered. Given the urban location of the Project, levee 

setback alternatives are not feasible. Additional information regarding the feasibility of 

setback levee alternatives can be found in the ARCF GRR EIS/EIR (USACE and CVFPB 

2016).  

1-4 Comment acknowledged and considered. The Proposed Action would not affect aquatic 

environments or nonnative aquatic species. The Proposed Action would disturb existing 

habitat that is currently dominated by nonnative species. Areas disturbed by the Proposed 

Action would be re-seeded using native grasses and/or forbs. Additional information 

addressing this comment can be found in the ARCF GRR EIS/EIR. Based on the analysis 

provided in the ARCF GRR EIS/EIR and this supplemental document, the Proposed 

Action would not lead to the increased establishment of nonnative invasive species 

compared to existing conditions. 

 

1-5 Comment acknowledged and considered. The Proposed Action includes improvements to 

existing levee infrastructure and does not include expansion or changes to the footprint of 

these facilities or acquisition of private property beyond the existing flood control 

infrastructure. Additional information addressing this comment can be found in the 

ARCF GRR EIS/EIR and in Chapter 3 of this EIR/EA. 
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1-6 Comment acknowledged. Additional information addressing this comment can be found 

in the ARCF GRR EIS/EIR and Chapters 3 and 5 of this EIR/EA. As described in 

Chapter 3 of this EIR/EA, supplemental information on existing conditions, including 

environmental and regulatory setting, is provided for resource topics only where 

necessary to support the supplemental impact analysis. Otherwise, the document relies on 

the regulatory setting as described in the ARCF GRR EIS/EIR and is not repeated. 

1-7 Comment acknowledged. As stated in the Supplemental EIR/EA, CVFPB will submit a 

certification of consistency with the Delta Plan to the Delta Stewardship Council. 

Comment Letter 2: California State Lands Commission 

2-1 The impact analysis section for each resource topic in Chapter 3 of Part 1 (the 

Supplemental EIR) identifies each mitigation measure that will be implemented to reduce 

significant impacts, as requested by the commenter. As the commenter notes, the specific 

mitigation measures implemented to reduce each significant impact are also identified in 

Table ES-1. Later Commission comments reference text in Part 2 of the document, the 

Supplemental EA, which was prepared to satisfy NEPA requirements. CVFPB will make 

its lead agency findings based on the analysis contained in Part 1 of the document, the 

Supplemental EIR, and anticipates that responsible agency findings would also be made 

based on the Supplemental EIR (Part 1 of the document). 

2-2 The text referenced by the commenter is in Part 2 of the document, the Supplemental EA 

that was prepared to meet NEPA requirements. The corresponding CEQA analysis may 

be found in Section 3.10 of Part 1, the Supplemental EIR, with impact analyses beginning 

on page 83 of Part 1, the Supplemental EIR. The mitigation measures that are applied in 

the Supplemental EIR to water quality impacts include HWQ-1 (page 85) and GEO-1 

(pages 76 and 77).  

2-3 The text referenced by the commenter is in Part 2 of the document, the Supplemental EA 

that was prepared to meet NEPA requirements. The Supplemental EIR text in Part 1 of 

the document does include information concerning ongoing outreach to Tribes, and tribal 

cultural resources were identified and described on page 65 of the draft Supplemental 

EIR. Ongoing engagement with the associated tribes includes a Tribal Engagement Letter 

sent in July 2021 including a project description of the SREL Contract 3 Project. The 

description included the linear extent of the project, dates of construction, a tree removal 

timeline, and a schedule of the document preparation. The letter also reiterated the State 

requirement of tribal consultation under the Central Valley Flood Protection Board Tribal 

Engagement Policy, and encouraged the tribes to submit comments or questions to the 

CVFPB concerning the project.  

 

Once the Supplemental EIR/EA was published for public review on June 18, 2021, 

affiliated tribal organizations were sent a Notice of Availability including the dates to 

submit public comments and contact information to submit any further 

questions/comments.  

 

2-4 The comment requests additional text be added to the description of the archaeological 

discovery plan in Mitigation Measure CR-2. Because the suggested text clarifies State 
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law requirements which would apply to historic or cultural resources discovered on State 

lands rather than imposing a project-specific mitigation requirement, USACE and 

CVFPB do not propose to modify the text of Mitigation Measure CR-2. No change to the 

Supplemental EIR/EA is necessary.  

Comment Letter 3: Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District  

3-1 Comment acknowledged. The comment states that SMAQMD has no comments on the 

Supplemental EIR/EA. 

 

 

Comment Letter 4: Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board 

 

4-1 The requested information is identified in text on pages 81 and 82 of the draft 

Supplemental EIR/EA, including Table 3-7. Impact analysis (beginning on Page 83) 

discusses potential effects on surface and groundwater. No change to the Supplemental 

EIR/EA is necessary. 

4-2 Comment acknowledged. The comment describes regulatory processes administered by 

RWQCB. No change to the Supplemental EIR/EA is necessary. 

 

Comment Letter 5: Sacramento Municipal Utility District 

 

5-1 The comment describes potential impact topics related to its utility infrastructure. The 

Supplemental EIR identifies the potential to affect utilities in Section 3.14.3, and 

identifies Mitigation Measure UTL-1 to coordinate with affected utility owners 

(including SMUD) to minimize damage and service disruptions. 

 

5-2 In response to this comment, the following text is added below the third paragraph in 

Section 2.1.5, “Utility Relocations and Removals”: 

 

SMUD owns 12kv overhead and underground electrical lines that run 

adjacent to and in the project footprint. These electrical lines will be protected in 

place and/or replaced. SMUD also operates and maintains a high-pressure gas 

pipeline which runs immediately south of the proposed southern-most staging 

area and in the vicinity of the soil borrow area near the SRCSD Wastewater 

Treatment Plant. The pipeline will not be affected by construction, and if work is 

to occur within 100 feet of the pipeline location, the pipeline will need to be 

potholed to confirm the exact location.  

 

 

5-3 Comment acknowledged. USACE and its construction contractor will continue to consult 

with SMUD to address project activities with the potential to affect SMUD’s utility 

infrastructure. 
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Comment Letter 6: South Pocket Homeowners’ Association 
 
6-1 USACE has removed the Freeport Water Intake Facility site from the list of staging areas 

available to the contractor for the SREL Contract 3 project. These changes are reflected 
in the final Supplemental EIR/EA, and include: 
 
Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-4 are replaced with new figures that do not include the staging 
area at Freeport Intake Facility.  
 
The following edit is made to the list of staging areas on Page 25 of the draft 
Supplemental EIR/EA (Part 1): 
 

Figure 2-1 through 2-4 illustrate potential staging areas including, but not limited 
to, the following locations: 
• all of Ellsworth Zacharias Park; 
• landside levee toe along North Point Way, east of Grangers Dairy Drive 
(locally known as Wounded Warrior Park); 
• vacant lot at 6534 Benham Way; 
• waterside access corridor, Benham Way at Arabella Way;  
• vacant lot at 7150 Pocket Road; 
• vacant lot at 7454 Pocket Road; 
• waterside access corridor between Marlton Court and Aquapher Way; 
• Sump 132 Facility, 7520 Pocket Road; 
• portion of Garcia Bend Park, including the boat ramp; and 
• open area up stream of Freeport Intake Facility; and 
• vacant lot at southeast corner of the Bill Conlin Sports Complex. 

As indicated previously, USACE may not need to use all the identified potential 
staging areas. 

 
 
6-2 Mitigation Measure NOI-1 is modified in several ways in the final Supplemental 

EIR/EA. The revised text of the mitigation measure is shown below, and includes 
modifications to specifically include staging areas along with levee construction areas. 
These modifications are intended to ensure that all residents who may be affected by 
vibration associated with the project are notified and offered pre- and post-construction 
surveys to more effectively address potential damage associated with project-related 
vibration. Other edits clarify the procedures associated with pre- and post-construction 
surveys, vibration monitoring, and contents of vibration control plans.  

 
 The following edit is made to the text of Mitigation Measure NOI-1, starting on Page 88 

of the draft Supplemental EIR/EA (Part 1): 
 

 Mitigation Measure NOI-1: Implement Measures to Reduce 
Construction Noise and Vibration Effects  
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USACE and CVFPB would require construction contractors to implement 
measures at each work site to avoid and minimize construction noise and vibration 
effects on sensitive receptors. Prior to the start of construction, a noise control plan 
would be prepared to identify feasible measures to reduce construction noise, when 
necessary. The measures in the plan would apply to construction activities within 500 
feet of a sensitive receptor, including, but not limited to, residences. These measures 
may include, but are not limited to, the following:  

• Provide written notice to residents within 1,000 feet of the construction zone, 
advising them of the estimated construction schedule. This written notice would 
be provided within 1 week to 1 month of the start of construction at that location.

• Display notices with information including, but not limited to, contractor contact 
telephone number(s) and proposed construction dates and times in a conspicuous 
manner, such as on construction site fences.

• Schedule the loudest and most intrusive construction activities during daytime 
hours (7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.) Monday through Friday, when feasible.

• Require that construction equipment be equipped with factory-installed muffling 
devices, and that all equipment be operated and maintained in good working order 
to minimize noise generation.

• Locate stationary noise-generating equipment as far as practicable from sensitive 
receptors.

• Limit unnecessary engine idling (i.e., more than 5 minutes) as required by State 
air quality regulations.

• Employ equipment that is specifically designed for low noise emission levels, 
when feasible.

• Employ equipment that is powered by electric or natural gas engines, as opposed 
to those powered by gasoline fuel or diesel, when feasible.

• If the construction zone is within 500 feet of a sensitive receptor, place temporary 
barriers between stationary noise equipment and noise sensitive receptors to block 
noise transmission, when feasible, or take advantage of existing barrier features, 
such as existing terrain or structures, when feasible.

• If the construction zone is within 500 feet of a sensitive receptor, prohibit use of 
backup alarms and provide an alternate warning system, such as a flagman or 
radar-based alarm that is compliant with State and Federal worker safety 
regulations.

• Locate construction staging areas as far as practicable from sensitive receptors.
• Design haul routes to avoid sensitive receptors, to the extent practical.
• To the extent feasible and practicable, the primary construction contractors would 

employ vibration-reducing construction practices such that vibration from 
construction complies with applicable noise-level rules and regulations that apply 
to the work, including the vibration standards established for construction 
vibration-sources by the applicable agencies (City of Sacramento and Sacramento 
County), depending on the jurisdictional location of the affected receptor(s), and 
the California Department of Transportation’s (Caltrans) Transportation and 
Construction Vibration Guidance Manual, which identifies maximum vibration
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levels of 0.2 to 0.5-inch per second Peak Particle Velocity (PPV) for minimizing 
damage to structures. Project construction specifications would require the 
contractor to limit vibrations to less than 0.2-inch per second PPV, and less than 
72 VdB within 50 feet at any building. If construction would occur within 50 feet 
of any occupied building, the contractor would prepare a vibration control plan 
prior to construction. The plan would include measures to limit vibration, 
including but not limited to the following:  
• Numerical thresholds above which the contractor would be required to 

document vibration sources and implement measures to reduce vibration, and 
above which work would be required to stop for consideration of alternative 
construction methods.  

• Avoid vibratory rollers and packers near sensitive areas to the maximum 
extent practicable.  

• Route heavily loaded trucks away from residential streets, if possible. If no 
alternatives are available, select streets with the fewest homes.  

• A voluntary pre- and post-construction survey would be conducted to assess the 
existing condition of structures prior to construction and potential 
architectural/structural  damage from induced by levee construction vibration at 
each residence structure within 75 100 feet of construction activities, including 
staging areas. The survey would include visual inspection of the structures that 
could be affected and documentation of structures by means of photographs and 
video. This documentation would be reviewed with the individual owners prior to 
any construction activities. Post-construction monitoring surveys of structures 
would be performed to identify (and repair, if necessary) damage, if any, from 
construction vibrations activities. Any construction-related damage would be 
documented with photographs and video. This documentation would be reviewed 
with the individual property owners.  

• Place vibration monitoring equipment in lines approximately parallel to the levee 
alignment at intervals not to exceed 200 feet along the construction limits, 
including active staging areas. Vibration monitors will be operational at all times 
during the performance of construction activities. The contractor will monitor and 
record vibrations continuously. at the property line adjacent to large equipment 
and, with owner approval, at the back of the residential structures adjacent to the 
large equipment. Record measurements daily.  

 
 The issues related to specific damage claims associated with construction work at the 

Freeport Water Intake Facility staging area during SREL Contract 1 construction are 
being addressed separately by USACE with individual homeowners.  

 
6-3 Mitigation Measure NOI-1 has been broadened to include surveys of structures near 

staging areas, as proposed by the commenter. Please refer to the Response to Comment 6-
2 which shows the specific text changes to Mitigation Measure NOI-1.  

 
6-4 Several changes are proposed to Mitigation Measure NOI-1, as shown in the Response to 

Comment 6-2. The specific change requested by the commenter (prohibit vibratory 
rollers and packers within 100 feet of sensitive areas) is infeasible because this equipment 
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may be required for levee reconstruction or other locations within 100 feet of sensitive 
areas to meet engineering specifications. 

6-5 Vibration monitoring equipment will be placed at locations where construction activity
would occur in proximity to residences or other structures as described in Mitigation 
Measure NOI-1 (see the Response to Comment 6-2 for detailed text changes proposed to 
Mitigation Measure NOI-1). The vibration monitoring equipment is intended to provide 
information to the construction contractor to identify circumstances when additional 
actions to reduce construction-related vibration should be implemented. However, the 
mechanism for identifying and resolving issues with vibration effects on nearby 
structures is the pre-and post-construction surveys to identify and repair construction-
related damage. With the changes to Mitigation Measure NOI-1, these surveys would be 
offered to residents within 75 feet of areas where construction or staging activities would 
take place.  

Because homes and structures are present in close proximity to the levee at many 
locations, and because engineering specifications for the levee improvements must be 
followed as part of the project, it may not be possible to avoid vibration damage to every 
structure. Instead, Mitigation Measure NOI-1 relies on a process of surveys and repair of 
damage that may occur. Providing instrumentation data and interpretation at 24-hour 
notice on demand is not feasible during an ongoing construction project with limited 
periods outside of flood season when work is allowed, and providing data or 
interpretation would not necessarily reduce or avoid any impacts or damages to 
structures. No change is proposed to Mitigation Measure NOI-1 beyond those already 
identified in the Response to Comment 6-2.  

6-6 See the Response to Comment 6-5. It is not feasible to require a stop work order in
response to each report of damage for a large public works project improving a flood 
control facility that is located in close proximity to hundreds of homes. The project 
improvements must be completed during a limited construction season outside of the 
flood season.   

6-7 The project’s webpage and posted notices at construction areas identify contact
information for questions or concerns related to the construction activities. USACE will 
designate an Ombudsman that will ensure that questions are routed to a decision-
making authority. Contact information will be placed on the project webpage, 
www.sacleveeupgrades.com. Please refer to the Responses to Comments 6-2 and 6-5 
for additional discussion of the changes to the process for responding to neighbor 
concerns and potential vibration effects.  

6-8 The comment proposes changes to the claim process for addressing damage complaints.
USACE has made changes to the claim process following Contract 1 construction, 
including the development of a claim form. Furthermore, several changes have been 
made to Mitigation Measure NOI-1 to expand and clarify the process for pre- and post- 
construction surveys and damage repairs. USACE does not propose to introduce claim 
forms or claim numbers in response to this comment.  
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Comment Letter 7: Barbara and Michael Ullman 

 

7-1 Axios River Court was selected as a haul access point based on several considerations. 

The access points need to be placed in proximity to the slurry ponds and portable tanks 

used to construct the levee improvements. Axios River Court has a turn pocket on Pocket 

Road which allows trucks to reach the street from either direction on Pocket Road. The 

nearby lot to the north of Camellia Waldorf School was considered as a potential haul 

access, but was removed from consideration because of construction activities that would 

be occurring on that parcel, preventing its use as a haul access. River Village Drive is too 

far from work areas to be considered as an access point. There are very limited locations 

where it is possible to access the levee without traveling on a residential roadway with 

sensitive users, including children. Traffic will comply with applicable speed limits and 

traffic regulations on Axios River Court and other residential roadways identified for haul 

access. 

 

7-2 A haul access point is an access road used by trucks and light-duty vehicles to reach the 

levee during construction of nearby levee improvement work. The number of trips per 

day would vary depending on the location of construction, but could be up to 180 trucks 

per day. Construction traffic is permitted between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m., although heavy 

truck traffic would generally be timed to occur during the middle of the day to avoid 

morning and evening peak traffic hours.  

 

Comment Letter 8: Shari Kawelo 

 

8-1 The staging area identified by the commenter has been removed from the SREL Contract 

3 project. Please refer to the Response to Comment 6-1 for additional information. 

 

8-2 Please refer to the Response to Comment 6-2.  

 

8-3 Please refer to the Response to Comment 6-3. 

 

8-4 Please refer to the Response to Comment 6-4 

 

Comment Letter 9: Scott and Mary Huther 

 

9-1 The comment describes problems related to construction during the SREL Contract 1 

project, with a staging area located adjacent the commenters’ residence and expresses 

dissatisfaction with the level of public outreach during the SREL Contract 1 project. The 

staging area identified by the commenter has been removed from the SREL Contract 3 

project. The Responses to Comments 6-1 through 6-8 illustrate further changes that have 

been made to mitigation measures and survey processes and address many of the 

concerns identified by the comment letter. The commenter does not identify any specific 

deficiencies in or propose any changes to the environmental review and analysis 

identified in the draft Supplemental EIR/EA. No change to the draft Supplemental 

EIR/EA is necessary. 
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Comment Letter 10: Caprenos Inc. 

 

10-1 The comment requests information related to contractor selection for the SREL Contract 

2 project. This comment is not related to the draft Supplemental EIR/EA and, therefore, 

no change to the draft Supplemental EIR/EA is necessary.  

REVISIONS TO THE DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
 

In addition to the revisions shown in underline/strikethrough in the comment responses, 

several other minor changes were made to the Draft Supplemental EIR, as follows: 

 

• CVFPB has been removed from mitigation measures where USACE will be responsible 

for implementing the measures and overseeing contractor activities. CVFPB remains the 

responsible agency for CEQA-only mitigation measures, including those for special-

status bats, cultural resources, and tribal cultural resources. 

• The acreage of habitat below the ordinary high water mark that would be temporarily 

disturbed during modification of Sump 70 was adjusted from 0.05 acres to 0.09 acres 

(page 23). This change does not result in new or substantially more severe significant 

impacts related to habitats or special status fish discussed in Section 3.4.2 or 3.5.2. 

• The number of elderberry shrubs identified within the construction footprint has been 

updated from 2 to 9, and the number of shrubs assumed to be removed has been increased 

from “up to 10” to “approximately 20” (page 53).  This update does not change the 

analysis or significance conclusion, because the number of elderberry affected are still 

below the impact on 163 stems identified in the ARCF GRR Final EIS/EIR. 
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Introduction 
 

This appendix presents corrections and revisions made to the proposed project’s Draft 
Supplemental Environmental Assessment (SEA). This appendix does not identify administrative 
changes to the SEA text which do not affect the analysis contained in the SEA (for example, 
updates to the public review process). New text is indicated with an underline and text to be 
deleted is indicated by a strike through. Text changes are presented in the page order in which 
they appear in the joint Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Report/ Environmental 
Assessment. 
 

The changes identified below are clarifications or amplification of the information and 
analysis contained in the SEA. None of the changes identified below results in a significant 
impact that was not already identified in the SEA. Furthermore, none of the impacts identified in 
the SEA were found to be substantially more severe as the result of the following changes. For 
these reasons, recirculation of the SEA is not warranted. 
 
Section 2.2 Proposed Action 
 
The paragraph titled ‘Municipal Drainage System Pipes’ on page 23 is revised as follows: 
 

The pipes of one municipal drainage system (Sump 70) would need to be replaced to 
install a cutoff wall. Temporary waterside access below the ordinary high-water mark of the river 
would be required to replace the three existing steel outfall pipes (two 24” and one 12”) with 
new steel pipes. Standby bypass pumping and piping is required during construction activities. 
The new pipes would tie into the existing waterside outfall structure. No work would be 
performed within wetted channel of the Sacramento River. However, areas in the dry below the 
OHWM are still considered habitat for Federally protected fish species. In October 2017 USACE 
determined OHWM elevations for Sacramento River locations are as follows: at RM 41.9 the 
OHWM is at approximately 18.17 ft (NAVD88), at RM 55.2 the OHWM is at approximately 
23.25 ft (NAVD88), and at RM 130.0 the OHWM is at approximately 51.44 ft (NAVD88). A 
June 2021 site visit by USACE identified an OHWM at the Sump 70 location of 11.88 feet 
(WGS84). The replacement of municipal drainage system pipes would temporally disturb 
approximately 0.18 acres of near-shore habitat, of which 0.05 0.09 acres is below the OHWM. 
 
Section 3.3 Resources Not Discussed in Detail 
 
The resource ‘Noise’ is removed from Table 3-1 on page 25 and moved to the new Section 3.11 
‘Noise and Vibration’. 
 
Section 3.5 Water Quality and Groundwater Resources 
 
The paragraph under sub-heading 3.5.2 ‘Environmental Effects’ on page 27 is revised as follows: 
 

The installation of cutoff walls would require the replacement of municipal drainage 
system (sump) pipes that run through the levee from the existing pumping plant at Sump 70 
(Station 1420) to the existing outfall structure below the OHWM. A June 2021 site visit by 



 

 

USACE identified an OHWM at the Sump 70 location of 11.88 feet (WGS84). An October 2017 
USACE delineation at RM 55.2 three miles upstream from Sump 70 recorded the OHWM at 
approximately 23.25 ft (NAVD88). An exact OHWM for Sump 70 will be determined in 
summer 2021. Work below the OHWM was not considered for seepage, stability, and 
overtopping improvements on the Sacramento River in the ARCF GRR EIS/EIR. This will cause 
a temporary impact. Site topography will be restored to its original condition after the pipes are 
replaced. No rip rap or concrete will be used. 
 
Section 3.6 Vegetation and Wildlife 
 
The paragraph titled ‘Proposed Action’ under sub-heading 3.6.2 ‘Environmental Effects’ on page 
29 is revised as follows: 
 

The replacement of municipal drainage system pipes needed to install cutoff walls includes 
work in the dry area below the OHWM. The ground surface area below the OHWM that may be 
impacted by clearing, grubbing, and establishing SWPPP BMPs is approximately 0.05 0.09 
acres. The ground surface area below the OHWM that may be impacted by excavations for 
removal and replacement of existing piping is approximately 0.01 acres. Approximately 0.05 
acres of ground surface area below the OHWM may be impacted by clearing, grubbing, and 
establishing SWPPP BMPs and approximately 0.01 acres may be impacted by excavations for 
removal and replacement of existing piping. 
 
Section 3.7 Federal Special-Status Species 
 
The second paragraph of ‘Federally-listed Fish Species’ under sub-heading 3.7.2 ‘Environmental 
Effects’ on page 31 is revised as follows: 
 

The replacement of municipal drainage system pipes will disturb approximately 0.05 0.09 
acres of ground surface area below the OHWM for clearing, grubbing, and establishing SWPPP 
BMPs and approximately 0.01 acres for the excavation, removal, and replacement of existing 
piping. The area from (MHW) to 3 meters below the Mean Low Low Water (MLLW) is 
considered habitat for the Federally listed delta smelt. Approximately 0.03 acres of ground 
surface below the MHW may be impacted by clearing, grubbing, and establishing SWPP BMPs, 
however there will be no excavation below the MHW to replace the pipes. 
 
Section 3.8 Fisheries (Non-listed Species) 
 
The paragraph titled ‘Proposed Action’ under sub-heading 3.8.2 ‘Environmental Effects’ on page 
32 is revised as follows: 
 

The replacement of municipal drainage pipes could disrupt native fish by temporarily 
increasing local noise and turbidity, causing fish to move away from the area that might be 
providing habitat and cover. As some juvenile species utilize near shore habitat for cover, the 
increase of noise and turbidity may cause juveniles to move away from shore and into the river 
channel increasing their risk of predation. Removing and replacing municipal drainage system 
pipes may disturb soils below the OHWM, but outside the wetted channel, leading to increases in 



 

 

turbidity and sedimentation in the near shore aquatic habitat. Approximately 0.05  0.09 acres of 
ground surface area below the OHWM may be impacted by clearing, grubbing, and establishing 
SWPPP BMPs; and approximately 0.01 acres below the OHWM may be impacted by 
excavations for removal and replacement of existing piping. 
 
Section 3.11 Noise and Vibration is a new section added that includes the following additions 
and revisions to Mitigation Measure NOI-1: Implement Measures to Reduce Construction Noise 
and Vibration Effects, which is modified from SREL Contract 2: 
 

3.11.1 Existing Conditions 
 
The environmental and regulatory framework described in Section 3.13 of the ARCF GRR 
EIS/EIR and Section 3.11 of the SREL Contract 1 & 2 SEA/EIRs is generally applicable to the 
analysis in this Supplemental EA and therefore is not repeated here.  
 

3.11.2 Environmental Effects 
 
The No Action Alternative and the Proposed Action will generate equivalent construction noise 
and vibration from equipment operating at each work location, and from the transport of 
construction workers, construction materials, and equipment to and from each work location. 
The construction noise impact discussion in the ARCF GRR Final EIS/EIR adequately addresses 
the noise and vibration impacts that will occur from levee improvements. 
 

3.11.3 Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures 
 
Mitigation Measure NOI-1: Implement Measures to Reduce Construction Noise and Vibration 
Effects from the SREL Contract 1 & 2 Supplemental SEA/EIRs is updated below. 
 
Mitigation Measure NOI-1: Implement Measures to Reduce Construction Noise and Vibration 
Effects1  
 

USACE and CVFPB would require construction contractors to implement measures at each 
work site to avoid and minimize construction noise and vibration effects on sensitive receptors. Prior 
to the start of construction, a noise control plan would be prepared to identify feasible measures to 
reduce construction noise, when necessary. The measures in the plan would apply to construction 
activities within 500 feet of a sensitive receptor, including, but not limited to, residences. These 
measures may include, but are not limited to, the following:  

 
• Provide written notice to residents within 1,000 feet of the construction zone, advising them of the 

estimated construction schedule. This written notice would be provided within 1 week to 1 month 
of the start of construction at that location.  
 

 
1 To clearly convey the changes, revisions for Mitigation Measure NOI-1: Implement Measures to Reduce 
Construction Noise and Vibration Effects are shown in comparison to SREL Contract 2 SEA/SEIR. 



 

 

• Display notices with information including, but not limited to, contractor contact telephone 
number(s) and proposed construction dates and times in a conspicuous manner, such as on 
construction site fences.  

• Schedule the loudest and most intrusive construction activities during daytime hours (7:00 a.m. to 
7:00 p.m.) Monday through Friday, when feasible.  
 

• Require that construction equipment be equipped with factory-installed muffling devices, and that 
all equipment be operated and maintained in good working order to minimize noise generation. 
 

• Locate stationary noise-generating equipment as far as practicable from sensitive receptors.  
 

• Limit unnecessary engine idling (i.e., more than 5 minutes) as required by State air quality 
regulations.  
 

• Employ equipment that is specifically designed for low noise emission levels, when feasible.  
 

• Employ equipment that is powered by electric or natural gas engines, as opposed to those powered 
by gasoline fuel or diesel, when feasible. 
 

• If the construction zone is within 500 feet of a sensitive receptor, place temporary barriers 
between stationary noise equipment and noise sensitive receptors to block noise transmission, 
when feasible, or take advantage of existing barrier features, such as existing terrain or structures, 
when feasible.  
 

• If the construction zone is within 500 feet of a sensitive receptor, prohibit use of backup alarms 
and provide an alternate warning system, such as a flagman or radar-based alarm that is compliant 
with State and Federal worker safety regulations.  
 

• Locate construction staging areas as far as practicable from sensitive receptors.  
 

• Design haul routes to avoid sensitive receptors, to the extent practical.  
 

• To the extent feasible and practicable, the primary construction contractors would employ 
vibration-reducing construction practices such that vibration from construction complies with 
applicable noise-level rules and regulations that apply to the work, including the vibration 
standards established for construction vibration-sources by the applicable agencies (City of 
Sacramento and Sacramento County), depending on the jurisdictional location of the affected 
receptor(s), and the California Department of Transportation’s (Caltrans) Transportation and 
Construction Vibration Guidance Manual, which identifies maximum vibration levels of 0.2 to 
0.5-inch per second Peak Particle Velocity (PPV) for minimizing damage to structures. Project 
construction specifications would require the contractor to limit vibrations to less than 0.2-inch 
per second PPV, and less than 72 VdB within 50 feet at any building. If construction would occur 
within 50 feet of any occupied building, the contractor would prepare a vibration control plan 
prior to construction. The plan would include measures to limit vibration, including but not 
limited to the following:  



 

 

 
• Numerical thresholds above which the contractor would be required to document vibration 

sources and implement measures to reduce vibration, and above which work would be required to 
stop for consideration of alternative construction methods.  
 

• Avoid vibratory rollers and packers near sensitive areas to the maximum extent practicable.  
 

• Route heavily loaded trucks away from residential streets, if possible. If no alternatives are 
available, select streets with the fewest homes.  
 

• A voluntary pre- and post-construction survey would be conducted to assess the existing condition 
of structures prior to construction and potential architectural/structural damage from induced by 
levee construction vibration at each residence structure within 75 100 feet of construction 
activities, including staging areas. The survey would include visual inspection of the structures 
that could be affected and documentation of structures by means of photographs and video. This 
documentation would be reviewed with the individual owners prior to any construction activities. 
Post-construction monitoring surveys of structures would be performed to identify (and repair, if 
necessary) damage, if any, from construction vibrations activities. Any construction-related 
damage would be documented with photographs and video. This documentation would be 
reviewed with the individual property owners.  
 

• Place vibration monitoring equipment in lines approximately parallel to the levee alignment at 
intervals not to exceed 200 feet along the construction limits, including active staging areas. 
Vibration monitors will be operational at all times during the performance of construction 
activities. The contractor will monitor and record vibrations continuously. at the property line 
adjacent to large equipment and, with owner approval, at the back of the residential structures 
adjacent to the large equipment. Record measurements daily.  

 
Section 4.1 Clean Air Act of 1963, as amended, 42 USC 7401, et seq. 
 
The second under Section 4.1 on page 35 is replaced with: 
 

The Proposed Action would have no greater air quality impacts as those stated in the GRR 
EIS/EIR, thus ARCF as a whole is not expected to violate any Federal air quality standards and 
would not exceed general conformity thresholds for construction year 2022. However, USACE 
released a conformity determination for public notice in March 2020, and the final report was 
posted in June 2021. Total NOx emissions of the overall ARCF 16 Project are expected to 
exceed the EPA’s General Conformity de minimis thresholds during several of the ARCF 16 
project’s construction years, including 2022, and 2023. USACE expects to purchase offsets for 
NOx emissions from SMAQMD. USACE released a conformity determination for public notice 
in March 2020, and a notice for the final report would be posted in June 2021. When the final 
general conformity report is published USACE would be in compliance with the General 
Conformity requirements prior to construction of the Proposed Action. 
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Appendix F

Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1) Consistency Determination 

Introduction 
Background 

The Sacramento Metropolitan area is one of the most at risk areas for flooding in the 
United States. The purpose of the American River Watershed Common Features project (ARCF) 
is to improve the existing infrastructure to reduce flood risk along the American and Sacramento 
Rivers. The ARCF General Reevaluation Report (GRR) Final Environmental Impact 
Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR) previously analyzed several alternatives, 
including a No Action/No Project Alternative and two action alternatives. Sacramento River East 
Levee (SREL) Contract 3, a component of the preferred alternative, includes a small amount of 
work below the ordinary high-water mark (OHWM) of the Sacramento River to replace three 
municipal drainage system pipes (Proposed Action). This work is necessary to allow for the 
installation of a seepage cutoff wall. 

The basis of this consistency analysis is an evaluation of the consistency of the Proposed 
Action, and alternatives to the Proposed Action (as described below and in the SREL Contract 3 
Supplemental Environmental Assessment (EA)), with the determinations of the 2015 ARCF 
GRR’s 404(b)(1) evaluation and the applicability of the findings of the 2015 404(b)(1) 
evaluation to the Proposed Action. The source materials are:  

• USACE (2015) Draft Section 404(b)(1) Water Quality Evaluation American River

Common Features General Reevaluation Report. Appendix E in USACE (2016). This Clean
Water Act Section 404(b)(1) evaluation first describes the alternatives considered, including the
No Action and the Proposed Action. The differences between the alternatives are associated with
the type of erosion protection, whether it be through construction of a launchable rock filled
trench, bank protection, or a combination of the two. The alternatives description section also
provides information on why certain alternatives were not selected, based on impacts to Waters
of the U.S. and practicability factors. Lastly, the Proposed Action is compared to the
determinations and findings 2015 404(b)(1) to demonstrate how the Proposed Action is
consistent with those findings and is the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable
Alternative (LEDPA).

• USACE. 2016. American River Watershed General Reevaluation Report, Final

Environmental Impact Statement / Environmental Impact Report. May. Sacramento, California.
State Clearing House Number 2005072046.



Scope of Analysis  

The replacement of municipal drainage systems was not covered in the ARCF GRR 404(b)(1). 

Water Dependency 

The functionality of the municipal drainage system requires the pipes to discharge directly into 
the river below the OHWM, therefore this action is water dependent and we can limit the number 
of alternatives to onsite measures. 

Alternatives 

Alternative 1 – No Action/No Fill 

Under the No Action Alternative, there municipal drainage pipes would not be replaced 
at Sump 70. As a result, the cutoff wall in the Sacramento East Levee would not be constructable 
in this area and the levee would remain susceptible to through-seepage and instability and would 
continue to be a weak spot in the system. The Sacramento metropolitan area would continue to 
be subject to an unacceptably high risk of levee failure and subsequent catastrophic flooding. 

Alternative 1 (Proposed Action) – Municipal Drainage Pipe Replacement 

 The pipes of one municipal drainage system (Sump 70) would need to be replaced to 
install a cutoff wall. Temporary waterside access below the ordinary high-water mark of the river 
would be required to replace the three existing steel outfall pipes (two 24” and one 12”) with 
new steel pipes. Standby bypass pumping and piping is required during construction activities. 
The new pipes would tie into the existing waterside outfall structure. No work would be 
performed within wetted channel of the Sacramento River. The site would be prepared by 
clearing and stripping the site prior to construction. Vegetation and loose materials would be 
removed. No tree removal is required. Temporary access ramps would be constructed, if needed, 
using onsite material. 

  The replacement of municipal drainage system pipes would temporally disturb 
approximately 0.18 acres of near-shore habitat comprised of grasses and willow shrubs (Salix 

spp.), of which 0.09 acres is below the OHWM. In October 2017 USACE determined OHWM 
elevations for Sacramento River locations are as follows: at RM 41.9 the OHWM is at 
approximately 18.17 ft (NAVD88), at RM 55.2 the OHWM is at approximately 23.25 ft 
(NAVD88), and at RM 130.0 the OHWM is at approximately 51.44 ft (NAVD88). A June 2021 
site visit by USACE identified an OHWM at the Sump 70 location of 11.88 feet (WGS84). Upon 
completion of the action the area will be restored to pre-project conditions and seeded with a 
native grass mix. 

 

 



 
Figure 1. Plan view of the municipal pipe replacement at Sump 70. 



 
Figure 2. Cross section of pipe excavation.. 



Review of Findings 
  The replacement of municipal drainage system pipes was not specifically covered in the 
2015 404(b)(1) evaluation. However, this work is within the footprint considered, uses 
comparable techniques, and has considerably less impact than the erosion protection work 
described for the Sacramento River. This type of utility replacement work was not specifically 
evaluated and therefore warrants an abbreviated review of the GRR’s 404(b)(1) findings.  

 

Physical Substrate 

  The construction of SREL Contract 3, including Alternative 1 described above, will cause 
a temporary impact (less than two years) to very small area (0.05 acres) below the OHWM, but 
outside the wetted channel of the Sacramento River. This area will be stabilized with appropriate 
erosion control methods in the interim time until subsequent erosion repair is completed. No 
riprap or concrete will be placed. There will be minimal to no change to site topography, and 
therefore no change waterbody elevation, water patterns, or water circulation. 

 

Changes to Environmental Quality and Value   

  Potential impacts to environmental quality and value include a potential temporary 
increase in turbidity during construction, runoff of exposed soils, and fuel spills during 
construction. Emissions from construction equipment and haul trucks also pose a potential 
impact to environmental quality and value during the duration of construction activities. Best 
management practices (BMPs) and measures incorporated from the GRR EIS/EIR, with 
clarifying modifications, would be implemented during construction. 

  Construction contractors would be required to prepare and implement a SWPPP and 
comply with the conditions of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
general stormwater permit for construction activity. The contractor would be required to obtain a 
permit from the Central Valley RWQCB detailing a plan to control any spills that could occur 
during construction. The plan would describe the construction activities to be conducted, BMPs 
that would be implemented to prevent discharges of contaminated stormwater into waterways, 
and inspection and monitoring activities that would be conducted. These avoidance and 
minimization measures would reduce effects on water chemistry and ensure that the Proposed 
Action would not violate State water quality standards identified in the Basin Plan or the Toxic 
Effluent Standards of Section 307 of the Clean Water Act. 

  There are no special aquatic sites within the project area. 

Physical Substrate 

Existing Substrate and Fill: The Proposed Action would not create a permanent change of 
substrate on the riverbanks. Temporary disturbance of the substrate is required to excavate pipes, 
but native fill material will be replaced, and the site will be restored to pre-project conditions. 



Changes to Disposal Area Elevation: The Proposed Action would not cause a change to the 
disposal area elevation. 

Duration and Extent of Substrate Change: The Proposed Action would not cause a permanent 
change of substrate on the riverbank. 

Migration of Fill: The Proposed Action is designed to avoid significant migration of fill and no 
greater than existing conditions. 

Changes to Environmental Quality and Value: Potential impacts to environmental quality and 
value include a potential temporary increase in turbidity during construction, runoff of exposed 
soils, and fuel spills during construction. Emissions from construction equipment and haul trucks 
also pose a potential impact to environmental quality and value during the duration of 
construction activities. Best management practices (BMPs) and measures incorporated from the 
GRR EIS/EIR, with clarifying modifications, would be implemented during construction. 

 

Water Circulation, Fluctuation, and Salinity 

Water Circulation: Because the Project Area would be returned to pre-project conditions its 
implementation would have no effect on current patterns and water circulation. 

Fluctuation: Because the Proposed Action would cause no change to site topography, the 
Proposed Action would not change water level fluctuation patterns. 

Salinity: Because the project site is located in a freshwater riverine system, the Proposed Project 
would not alter salinity gradients. 

 

Water Quality 

pH: The proposed construction materials (on-site or imported sand and silt soil) would have little 
potential to affect the pH of the Sacramento River.  

Water Chemistry: Construction of the Proposed Action would include ground disturbance 
activities that could expose soils to increased rates of erosion during storm events that could 
increase the rate of sedimentation in receiving waters. Also use and storage of equipment could 
result in the accidental spills of fuel, oil, and other construction equipment related materials that 
could also be carried in stormwater runoff to receiving waters. As a result, there is the potential 
for construction activities to adversely affect receiving water chemistry. 

Construction contractors would be required to prepare and implement a SWPPP and 
comply with the conditions of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
general stormwater permit for construction activity. The contractor would be required to obtain a 
permit from the Central Valley RWQCB detailing a plan to control any spills that could occur 
during construction. The plan would describe the construction activities to be conducted, BMPs 
that would be implemented to prevent discharges of contaminated stormwater into waterways, 



and inspection and monitoring activities that would be conducted. These avoidance and 
minimization measures would reduce effects on water chemistry and ensure that the Proposed 
Action would not violate State water quality standards identified in the Basin Plan or the Toxic 
Effluent Standards of Section 307 of the Clean Water Act. 

Clarity: The Proposed Action would not place material in the wetted channel. Thus, impacts to 
clarity would only be from minor erosion from precipitation events prior to the reestablishment 
of vegetation on site. Clarity is not expected to be substantially affected outside the immediate 
Project Area. Any reduction of clarity caused by construction activities would be short in 
duration and would return to pre-construction levels upon project completion. 

Color: The Proposed Action would not place material in the wetted channel. Thus, impacts to 
color would only be from minor erosion from precipitation events prior to the reestablishment of 
vegetation on site. Color is not expected to be substantially affected outside the immediate 
Project Area. Any reduction of clarity caused by construction activities would be short in 
duration and would return to pre-construction levels upon project completion. 

Odor: The Proposed Action would not result in any major sources of odor, and would not 
involve operation of any of the common types of facilities that are known to produce odors in 
water (e.g., wastewater treatment facility). Air-borne odors associated with diesel exhaust 
emissions from the use of onsite construction equipment may be noticeable from time to time by 
adjacent receptors. However, the odors would be intermittent and temporary, would dissipate 
rapidly from the source with an increase in distance, and are unlikely to affect water odor. 
Furthermore, as required by California Air Resources Board (CARB) regulation 13 CCR 
2449(d)(3), no in-use off-road diesel vehicles may idle for more than 5 consecutive minutes. In 
addition, implementation of mitigation measures, which are required to reduce other air quality 
effects, would further reduce exhaust emissions and provide advanced notification of 
construction activity.  

Taste, dissolved gases, temperature, nutrients, and eutrophication: The proposed materials and 
construction activities are not expected to affect taste, dissolved gases, temperature, nutrients, or 
eutrophication. 

Suspended Particulates/Turbidity: The Proposed Action will not place material in the wetted 
channel, and thus will only alter suspended particulate type and concentration or turbidity during 
Stormwater runoff from landside construction areas. To reduce these to a less-than-significant 
level, the construction contractor would prepare and implement a SWPPP, and would install, 
prior to in-water work, a turbidity curtain or other comparable minimization measure. Following 
construction of the levee repairs BMPs would continue to be monitored and implemented while 
vegetation matures enough to stabilize surface soil in the Project Area. 

 

Contaminants 

The Proposed Action’s construction activities would involve the use of potentially 
hazardous material, such as fuels, oils and lubricants, and cleaners, which are commonly used in 



construction projects. Also, although the five hazardous waste/materials sites identified in the 
study area of the GRR are not in the Project Area, contaminants could already be present at the 
construction site. To minimize the impacts associated with contaminants, the Proposed Action 
would incorporate the following measures described in the GRR EIS/EIR. 

 
• Construction contractors would be required to use, store, and transport hazardous 

materials in compliance with Federal, State, and local regulations during project 
construction and operation. 
 

• Testing of borrow sites would occur prior to the use of material and sites which have 
contaminated soils would not be used for this project.  

 
• Any hazardous substance encountered during construction would be removed and 

properly disposed of by a licensed contractor in accordance with Federal, State, and 
local regulations.  
 

• The risk of significant hazards associated with the transport, use, and disposal of 
these materials is low, and compliance with applicable regulations would reduce the 
potential for accidental release of hazardous materials during transport and 
construction activities. 

 
• Project areas would be tested contaminants prior to construction, and any materials 

found would be disposed of in accordance with all Federal, State, and local 
regulations at an approved disposal site.  
 

• The contractor would be required to prepare a SWPPP and a Spill Prevention Control 
and Countermeasures Plan (SPCCP), which detail the contractor’s plans, including 
BMPs, to prevent discharges from the construction site into drainage systems, lakes, 
or rivers.  

 

Aquatic Ecosystems and Organisms 

The Proposed Activity will have no direct impact to aquatic organisms or the aquatic 
food web and will not impact the benthic substrate of the Project Area. Temporary impacts to 
aquatic organisms from turbidity due to stormwater runoff from landside construction areas 
would be less than significant. Within the Project Area, there are no sanctuaries and refuges, mud 
flats, vegetated shallows, coral reefs, or riffle and pool complexes. 

Threatened and Endangered Species 

  Areas below the OHWM are designated critical habitat for Sacramento River winter-run 
Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), Central Valley (CV) spring-run Chinook salmon 
(O. tshawytscha), and southern distinct population segment (sDPS) green sturgeon (Acipenser 
medirostris) by the National Marine Fisheries Service. Additionally, this habitat is designated as 
Essential Fish Habitat under the Magnuson Stevens Fishery Conservation Act for Pacific Salmon 



(Chinook). Areas below the mean high water (MHW) are considered suitable habitat for delta 
smelt (Hypomesus transpacificus)). 

  The replacement of municipal drainage system pipes would disturb approximately 0.09 
acres of ground surface area below the OHWM for clearing, grubbing, and establishing SWPPP 
BMPs and approximately 0.01 acres for the excavation, removal, and replacement of existing 
piping. The area from (MHW) to 3 meters below the Mean Low Low Water (MLLW) is 
considered habitat for the Federally listed delta smelt. Approximately 0.03 acres of ground 
surface below the MHW may be impacted by clearing, grubbing, and establishing SWPP BMPs, 
however there will be no excavation below the MHW to replace the pipes. 

Federally listed terrestrial species include the valley elderberry longhorn beetle 
(Desmocerus californicus dimorphus), which is known to occur in the area, and the western 
yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus), which may utilize riparian habitat along the 
Sacramento River as stopover habitat. No trees or elderberry shrubs would be removed. 

Human Use Characteristics  

Drinking Water: The Proposed Action’s fill material would not violate Environmental Protection 
Agency or State water quality standards or violate the primary drinking water standards of the 
Safe Drinking Water Act (42 USC 300f-300j). Also, the Proposed Action’s design, compliance 
with State water quality thresholds and standard construction and erosion practices would 
preclude the introduction of substances into surrounding waters, and materials removed for 
disposal off-site would be disposed of in an appropriate landfill or other upland area. 

Recreation Facilities: The Proposed Action would cause temporary closure of recreation 
facilities (Sacramento River Bike Trail, Zacharias Park, and Garcia Bend Park) during 
construction. 

Commercial Fisheries: The Proposed Action would not cause an impact to commercial fish 
species. 

Parks: The Project Area does not include any National and Historic Monuments, National 
Seashores, Wilderness Areas, Research Sites, or Similar Preserves. 

Aesthetics 

The Proposed Action would result in vegetation loss and construction activities that 
would disrupt the existing visual conditions. Disturbed areas would be reseeded with native 
grasses. However, there would still be a temporal loss of vegetation. 

 

Determination 
The proposed action, although not specifically identified in the ARCF GRR EIS/EIR, is 

water dependent and is planned to be overlain by the erosion protection measures proposed along 
the Sacramento River in subsequent years. The Proposed Action is thereby consistent with the 



GRR 404(b)(1) analysis as it falls within the same footprint and is unlikely to result in no 
changes in the net volume of material placed in the river over the GRR-disclosed thresholds.  
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